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TOURISM MATTERS: It is one of the largest industries globally, at US$9 trillion or 10.4% of pre-crisis GDP, and it
was decimated by the Covid crisis, falling -49% last year vs ‘only’ a -3.7% fall for global GDP. This is now driving a
leveraged rebound, led by domestic travel in those countries most vaccinated. This will gradually spread globally, and
eventually include international tourism, which will be the laggard. This is only starting, with global vaccination rates at
10% and lockdown indexes over 50 (vs pre-crisis 0). The US example shows airlines, car rental and hotels leading.

BREAKING IT DOWN: Leisure spending is 80% of total tourism spending, with business the rest. Whilst domestic
tourism is 70% of spending, with international the rest. International was especially hit, -70% last year vs ‘only’ -45%
for domestic spending. Major countries with the biggest tourism exposure (see chart) include Mexico, Spain, Italy, and
China. Some smaller markets are much higher, with tourism in Macau, Aruba, and Maldives over 70% of GDP.
Countries most exposed to the slower return of international travel include Spain, Turkey, France, and South Africa.

US EXAMPLE: The US is showing the way, with high vaccine rates and looser lockdowns. Real-time US consumer
spending yoy is led by airlines (+1300%), car rental (+390%), hotels (+340%), and cruises (+51%), outpacing the
overall 34% consumer spending recovery. Markets dominated by domestic tourists, such as China and US, will lead,
whilst markets with high international tourism and low vaccine rates, such as Korea and South Africa, will likely lag.

WAYS TO PLAY: Exposure is possible via ETFs like JETS (US airlines), and @TravelKit (47 stocks includes gaming,
cruise lines, and travel booking sites as well as airlines). A portfolio of leading segment companies could be bought,
for example, including hotels such as Hyatt (H) and Melia (MEL.MC), and cruisers such as Royal Caribbean (RCL) or
Norwegian (NCLH). Tourism focused economies like Mexico (EWW) and Spain (ESP35) are set to see leveraged
rebounds as they re-open after especially deep recessions. Spain’s stock market has additional exposure to LatAm.

TODAY: Brent crude prices rose over US$70/bbl for the first time since 2019, as OPEC+ agreed to continue its
gradual supply ramp up. It has c7% excess production and outlook for returning Iranian and US shale supply. We see
prices well supported as demand rebounds. Current US$/bbl consensus is below spot, boosting earnings upside.
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